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This is a musical theatre cabaret that explores connection and the struggles we have all experienced during quarantine over the last year.

Cast:
Michael Armstrong, Damian Bowden, Sydney Cobb, Reagan Gross, Micayla Johnston, Nelsey Leverette, Josie Patterson

"When Will My Life Begin" from Tangled by Menken and Slater
"I Can See It" from The Fantasticks by Schmidt and Jones
"The Heat Ten Minutes" from The Last Five Years by Jason Robert Brown
"Who Needs Magic" by Luther and Steiner
"Worlds" from Miss Saigon by Richard and Benjamin
"Break From the Love" by Joey Contreras
"I Am My Own Best Friend" from Chess by Zippel
"Being Alive" from Company by Sondheim
"I Will Never Leave You" from Sideshow by Krieger and Russell
"For Forever" from Dear Evan Hansen by Pasek and Paul
"The Secret of Happiness" from Daddy Long Legs by Paul Gordon

"As We Stumble Along" from The Drowsy Chaperone by Lambert and Morrison
"Without Love" from Hairspray by Shaiman
"When Will My Life Begin" by Menken and Slater
"I Can See It" by Schmidt and Jones
"The Heat Ten Minutes" by Robert Brown
"Who Needs Magic" by Luther and Steiner
"Worlds" from Miss Saigon by Richard and Benjamin
"Break From the Love" by Joey Contreras
"I Am My Own Best Friend" from Chess by Zippel
"Being Alive" from Company by Sondheim
"I Will Never Leave You" from Sideshow by Krieger and Russell
"For Forever" from Dear Evan Hansen by Pasek and Paul
"The Secret of Happiness" from Daddy Long Legs by Paul Gordon
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